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 Standard Method 
 Test intuitions in stylized thought experiments (brain transfer, teleportation) 

 

 Supports wide psychological reductionism (WPR) 
 

 Proposed Method 
 2 steps:  

1) “What sort of thing is such that things of that sort can be reliably and 
unproblematically reidentified over time” in the way in which we do so (63) 
 

2) Compare conflicting intuitions in puzzle cases, look for underlying explanations 
 

 Emphasizes the evidence question as separate from the persistence question 
 

 Reveals problematic intuitions in favor of WPR 



 “truths about personal identity have as necessary and 
sufficient conditions statements about the holding of 
relations of mental continuity and connectedness […] even if 
the holding of these relations is not secured by its normal 
cause, the persistence of a particular human body or brain” 
(61) 

 

 Why do our intuitions support WPR in puzzle cases? 
 What are different philosophical formulations in support of WPR? 



 Persistence of PID determined by the closest contender 
 

 Bodily continuity (BC) sufficient in absence of psychological 
continuity (PC) 
 Modified dominant view: PC is necessary and sufficient in absence of BC 
 

 PC weighted more heavily when there are multiple contenders, one 
with PC and the other with BC 
 

 Problem: A’s mentality continued in B-body and C-body (and 
destroyed in A-body) 
 C-body-person would be a closer continuer, but B-body-person comes into 

existence first and kills C-body …so now B-body-person can correctly say that he 
is A 



 “something which typically exhibits psychological continuity 
and can be traced in terms of it, but something which need 
not always exhibit psychological continuity” (69) 

 

 Based on puzzle cases: “possessors of mental life whose 
survival requires no amount of either bodily or mental 
continuity” (70) 



 Puzzle: Experiencing one’s body turning into stone while I 
sleep 
 No causal interaction between bare locus of mentality and bodily 

change 

 

 But why should we believe a singular locus of mentality 
persists during sleep? Why not three, four, five? 
 If cannot give reasons for identifying only one, then we do not survive 

sleep as the same person 

 Fails 1st step of proposed method 



 Start with common sense, naturalistic framework: 
 We are products of evolution, homo sapiens – a biological kind 

 But are we essentially biological organisms? 

 

 Experiential memory does, generally, provide us with a 
reliable way to reidentify someone over time 
 “Mind” = mental functioning = characteristic functioning of a brain 

 

 What we actually trace are human beings, not human 
organisms 

 



 We can survive significant bodily and psychological disruptions, as 
long as the brain remains intact. 
 Does not mean that we merely are our brains. 

 

 “one is of a kind such that its members survive if their mental life 
continues on as a result of the survival of their organ of 
mentation” (79) 
 In tracing human beings through time, we prioritize their mentation among 

their life functions. 

 

 Human being: partly psychological kind 
 Care about the continued functioning of their brains 

 Human organism: purely biological kind 



 We cannot survive body switch without brain transplant. 

 

 We cannot survive teleportation (where brain is destroyed 
and rematerialized). 

 

 Our intuitions toward PC in puzzle cases result from 
overgeneralizing “the ordinary run of things” (80) – but 
these intuitions can easily break down depending on context, 
priming, prudential interests, etc. 



COMMENTS? 


